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[Text 1] How Blackberry Fell 
 

By Vauhini Vara, August 12, 2013 

The New Yorker 

http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/how‐blackberry‐fell 

  

 
 
 

 

From 1998 onwards, many businesses and governments brought BlackBerry phones for their staff and 
employees. Shares peaked in BlackBerry at $263 in 2007. This was the point in time when Apple 
introduced the first iPhone. Following the iPhone’s launch, BlackBerry executives decided to let Apple 
focus on the consumer smartphone market while it would rely on the business and government markets.  

Between 1990 and 2005, BlackBerry was one of the world’s most innovative builders of email 
communications gadgets. The company was founded in 1984 by two engineering students, Mike Lazaridis 
and Douglas Fregin. However, the story between 2007 and 2013 was one of missed opportunities. First, the 
company failed to recognize that the iPhone was a direct competitor. In addition, it ignored the threat of 
low-cost smartphone competitors in Asia.  

By 2009, the “consumerisation” of business technology began (BlackBerry failed to realise this). When 
BlackBerry phone users finished work, they then picked up their iPhones to use at home. This is because 
iPhones were easier and more fun to use. Soon, people wanted to use their iPhones at work as well as at 
home. Businesses then realised that workers would be more productive if they could choose which brand of 
phone to use at work. Following this, the shift from BlackBerry to the iPhone started to grow. 

 By the time BlackBerry realized it needed to reach consumers directly, it was too late. In April of 2011, the 
company’s answer to Apple’s iPad, the BlackBerry “PlayBook”, flopped. In 2012, the company launched 
the Q10 and Z10, its most serious attempts at high-end phones that would actually be attractive to everyday 
consumers. Although reviewers said these models failed to sell very well. In Q2, 2013 BlackBerry sold only 
6.8 million smartphones. In the same quarter, Apple sold 35 million phones. By 2013, BlackBerry’s share 
price was just over $10. [Adapted from original]  
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[Text 2] BlackBerry’s success led to its failure (with a little 
help from Apple and Google) 

 

By Vlad Savov, Sep. 30, 2016 

The Verge 

http://www.theverge.com/blackberry‐failure‐success 

  

 
 
 

 

Once upon a time, the best smartphone you could get was a BlackBerry. Yet in 2016, BlackBerry closed 
down its phone manufacturing business. The story of BlackBerry is a good lesson to any company with less 
than a billion users of its products or services. The lesson is this: no matter how good you may be, you can 
do better. Moreover, if you are not willing to change your product line and take risks, one of your 
competitors will. If you do not adapt, you will die. 

CONSERVATIVE & COMPLACENT  

BlackBerry’s story is important because it provides a good example of an established business being 
disrupted by more innovative newcomers. Blackberry’s amazing growth in the 1990s and early 2000s 
resulted in two negative outcomes: conservatism and complacency. Competitors like Samsung and HTC 
came in with nothing to lose. They entered the smartphone industry at the time of the greatest innovation. 
All smartphone makers – except for BlackBerry – were then focusing on large touchscreens, high quality 
cameras and an intuitive user experience.  

FOCUSED ON EXISTING CUSTOMERS, NOT NEW ONES  

In the 2000s, the majority of big businesses and government organisations relied on BlackBerry’s superb 
security, and reliable email to keep their workers productive on the move. Therefore, while rapid 
smartphone innovation was taking place, BlackBerry mostly focused on what it already had, its existing 
customers. However, by leaving it too late to enter the touchscreen race, Blackberry paid the ultimate price. 
It did not attract new customers and it lost its once loyal existing customers. 

BANKING ON THE BRAND  

BlackBerry believed its existing customers would wait for its future touchphones, because of its brand 
name. However, with hindsight, this is the very definition of complacency. BlackBerry did not embrace 
change quickly enough and as a result, it failed. Nevertheless, the BlackBerry keyboard will remain an 
iconic part of mobile history precisely because of how effective and popular it was. [Adapted from original] 
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[Text 3] Why BlackBerry failed 
 

By Charles Arthur, November 5th 2013 

The Guardian 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/1448437563 

  

 
 
 

“As one tech giant rises, another one falls,” said the front-page headline on The Financial Times. Is this a 
‘law’ of business? Not necessarily. Nevertheless, the law does seemingly apply to BlackBerry’s phone 
business. They did not adapt quickly enough to touchscreen displays. As with biological species, it is all 
about adaptability; if as a business you do not adapt rapidly (and correctly), you will be deleted by history.  

The most obvious example of success through adaption is Apple. In 1997, Apple was close to bankruptcy. 
In that year, Steve Jobs, Apple’s founder returned to the company and helped develop new and innovative 
products. The iPod was the turning point, however, by 2005, Steve Jobs recognised that making iPods 
would not be enough: modern phones would soon be able to store just as much music, and make phone 
calls too. Therefore, he tasked Apple’s designers and engineers with developing a revolutionary phone. 

If Apple had not shifted to iPhones – a shift in focus known as a “pivot” in business-speak – then it too may 
have been deleted by history. At present, other Apple products like Mac computers and laptops only make a 
small percentage of the company’s total sales. 

However, success by adaptation is not guaranteed in the technology sector. Think of Nokia’s mobile phone 
business or that of Motorola. Yet, failure is by no means an inevitable outcome for long establish tech 
companies, think of IBM and Microsoft. The problem for BlackBerry was not that they did not have new 
ideas; it was that they made the wrong choices. They did not fail to adapt; they failed to make the correct 
adaptations. Therefore, while it might seem as if BlackBerry’s time simply came and went, the truth is that 
there was a time it could have been saved. For instance, embracing the touch screen revolution at the outset.  

Every company will meet a point when it faces a choice that will either kill it or make it stronger. Many 
companies either adapt too slowly or adapt in the wrong direction, indeed, this is why most companies go 
bust in their first five years. [Adapted from original] 
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[Text 4] Only thorns, BlackBerry  
 

Written by staff at The Economist 

The Economist 

2013, 

Volume 409 

Issue 8861 

Pages: 25‐28. 

  

 
 
 

 

Although many people still carry BlackBerrys, not many of those devices are new. BlackBerrys are being 
crushed by Apple’s iPhone (and iPad) and Android smartphones by companies such as Samsung and HTC. 
In Q1, 2013 BlackBerry lost $965m. This loss was mostly because of unsold phones. The signs do not look 
good (see graph). BlackBerry recently ended a “review of strategic alternatives” with no clear alternative 
strategy. BlackBerry has even made its BBM instant-message service available as an iPhone app.  

 

The temporary chief executive, John Chen, has not 
yet been clear about which way he plans to take 
BlackBerry and shape its future. Mr Chen is known 
to be a ‘turnaround specialist’. Analysts say he is 
keen to keep the focus on mobile phone handsets. 
However, Roberta Cozza of Gartner, a research 
firm, thinks is the incorrect approach. She argues 
that BlackBerry should focus on applications and 
services for companies to which secure 
communication is especially important. Ms Cozza 
says, “I do not think BlackBerry’s priority should be 
handsets at all.”  

 

The problems facing BlackBerry are not unique, unfortunately in Canada, BlackBerry’s home country; the 
lessons from history are not encouraging. Somewhat worryingly for BlackBerry shareholders, Mr Chen told 
Reuters that Canadians know the risks involved in the technology sector because of the “psychologically 
traumatic” story (and demise) of Nortel. Nortel Networks, a telecoms-equipment company, was heading for 
bankruptcy when BlackBerry was on the rise. Nortel has been a high-tech source of national Canadian 
pride. Nortel hired a turnaround specialist when its success was slipping. Alas, the ending was unhappy: 
Nortel went out of business in 2009. Others in the highly competitive smartphone business have also begun 
to fail. Nokia of Finland, has sold its handset manufacturing division to Microsoft. [Adapted from original] 
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[Text 5] Too little, too late for the once must-have 
business tool  

 

By Nigel Fildes, 2016, Sep. 29th 

The Financial Times 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/1833390900 

 

  

 
 

 

 

The BlackBerry era is now over. The days when almost all business executives carried a BlackBerry phone, 
are no more. The phone, which was once a business status symbol like the Rolex watch, has lost its place in 
the corporate world to iPhones and iPads. No more do people complain of “BlackBerry Thumb” from 
typing too many emails on their phones. 

Research In Motion (BlackBerry’s original name) was founded by two engineering students, Mike 
Lazaridis and Douglas Fregin in the 1980s. In 1996, it launched the Inter@ctive Pager. In 1998, RIM had 
developed a handheld device ideal for emailing, which had a tiny, but full, Qwerty keyboard. The 
smartphone was set to be branded as “MegaMail”, but an advertising agency suggested the name 
“BlackBerry” sounded much better. Before the rise of iPhones, Nokia and Microsoft tried to compete with 
BlackBerry in the corporate and business executive markets. However, BlackBerry was able to stay ahead 
because of its speed, reliability and security as it ran its own software and servers.  

The “BlackBerry 6210”, launched in 2002, became a must-have tool for business people and general 
consumers who loved the keyboard. By the time the BlackBerry “Pearl”, “Curve” and “Bold” models 
started selling by the millions. The phone became very popular with the teenage mobile phone market. 
Teenagers liked the easy to use, secure and fast, BBM messaging service. 

With the benefit of hindsight, it can be said that BlackBerry was too slow to respond to the iPhone. The 
delayed response was the BlackBerry 10 operating system, designed to compete with the latest iPhones and 
Android phones. However, BB10 software was not as good as Apple’s iOS or that of many of the variants 
of Android. BlackBerry’s 2012 attempt to compete against the iPhone with its own fully touchscreen 
phones (the “Q10” and the “Z10”) and a BlackBerry version of the iPad – the “PlayBook” was a failure. It 
was now copying its competitors; it was no longer innovating. By 2013, BlackBerry was rapidly losing 
smartphone market share. [Adapted from original] 
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